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Prologue. In the 13th century, in the heart of the Crusades, Heinrich Barbarossa and the Teutonic Knights were on the trail of the mythical Ark of the Covenant. But will they be able to contain and possess the immeasurable power it contains? Back to the Necropolis. Requiem entered the convent of the blood sisters and eventually found Sablu Eretics, who
reveled in the company of the virgins of Dracula, making life forbidden. Then comes a squad of blood sisters, armed to the teeth, who intend to punish the offenders as they deserve. But our two vampires do not hear it from this ear, Sabre, who does not want to suffer from his new friends, Requiem, who intends to find Rebecca as soon as possible, Rebecca,
who was taken out of the monastery by a mysterious vampire ... The seventh volume, which takes on the plot, remained unresolved in the previous, not without, to return to the past of Heinrich Barbarossa, the leader of the Teutonic Knight, whose requiem is a reincarnation. The plot against Dracula is in full swing as Requiem tries to escape the paws of his
sister's blood without knowing about the real power of the vampire. The universe built by Mills with a down payment suffers from a lack of coherence. Ledroit's design is as special as ever, combining structured layout but unparalleled dynamics, with the style certainly overloaded but dedentrely controlled. The album's glowing dark colors highlight the decadent
and apocalyptic atmosphere of the series, which immerses us in the heart of the world of the dead, following in the footsteps of a vampire, designed to play a dominant role in the political future of the vampire country. At the vampire level, no significant contribution should be noted in this new opus, which takes on the characteristics and elements of the
previous parts (the hematic redemption, the monarchical organization of the land of vampires around the Dracula family, etc.). After all, here's a new album true to previous albums, an action alliance and an apocalyptic script in an original and deeply unusual world. Be sure to read. Requiem, Vampire Knight, i.1 - 2 Fourth cover: When Henry died on the
Russian front during World War II, he thought he would find peace. Instead, he discovered the Resurrection, a nightmarish planet on which time recedes. There he became Requiem, Knight of the Vampires. When he searches for Rebecca, his lost love, he finds himself embroiled in a cosmic conflict between strange gods because he holds the sword that is
the key to him, and which will lead him to victory or eternal curse. My opinion: A few weeks ago, a friend lent me the first two volumes of Requiem, Chevalier Vampire, which she had already told me about. I'll be honest: I took a slap! This slap, it's Visual: All boards are first handmade before you scan. Olivier Ledroy has done an excellent and impressive job!
Characters, sets, actions... Beautifully made. Do you see the cover art, or even the banner at the top of this column? Well, it's very representative of what you'll find when you read this comic book. There is one thing that some people may not like (which my dear disliked): almost every board has a background, whether it's a snowy landscape, skulls
superimposed like in the catacombs ... and so there's no empty space between the boxes. For my part, I really enjoyed it, adding a certain form of oppression that goes well with everyone coming off the atmosphere of this comic. As for the story, let's say more than necessary, let's say that the first volume introduces us to the hero, requiem, and vampires and
other creatures that surround him. The second volume sets the beginning of the plot, which seems interesting, and there is also more action. Characters are developed as they go along, and everyone has an interest in the story. Requiem seems to have a very good supply of progression, especially since we have some memories of his previous life before he
is a vampire, and I can't wait to find out what his evolution will be. These first two volumes of Requiem, Vampire Knight are very good, and for now, I can only advise you on this series. Case to follow ... Requiem, Vampire Knight, t.1: Resurrection, Pat Mills and Olivier Ledroy - Nickel - 2000 - 48 pages - Genre: Comics, Fantasy, Vampire - VAMPIRE -
2914420005 Requiem, Vampire Knight, t.2: Macabre Dance, Pat Mills and Olivier Ledroit - Nickel - 48 pages - ISBN: 2914420013 This book is involved in the Literature in The Literature of the Challenge in Literature in the Literature of the . Presence December 17, 2017Ignify this content Notice page Review This volume follows Requiem, Vampire Knight,
Volume 5: Dragon Blitz You Should Read Earlier. It was originally published in 2005 and published by nickel Editions (re-released in 2017 by Glenatom). The script is written by Pat Mills. Olivier Ledroy created drawings and coloring. Tom ends with a four-page graphic study on female characters, and a bestiary review of schizoids and hell Angels.In 1242, on
Lake Peip, Battle for ice is being conducted. This is the army of the knights of Thutro led by Heinrich Barbarossa, and the Russian army led by Nevsky. The Knights of Teitant attack the Russian infantry in the name of the cross, the holy father of the Pope and Jesus. The assault was devastating, and Barbarossa then used his military hammer to quickly put an
end to it. The effect is not the desired effect, and the Russians take over. Currently, on Resurrection, Heinrich Augsburg (Requiem, Vampire) mates with Rebcca lemur), in their private apartments, in a coffin for rest. But at the same time, the spirit of Turim is trying to supplant the spirit of Augsburg. He urges her to give in to her bloodied and bite Rebecca.
Shortly before he entered the building where Requiem's apartments are located, lightning struck him, but he came out unscathed. Once in the apartments, the course becomes the prey of the devil's dictionary (pet) quolibets. He orders that Rebecca be taken to the Monastery of the Sisters of the Blood, where she will be ready to become Dracula's bride. The
scene of his departure, in a black car, is watched by Otto von Todt, sitting on the ledge of the building. The course rides requiem in another car and takes it to the Palace of Injustice, in the center of the necropolis. When they cross the city, Requiem sees that the heavens darken, a symptom of an imminent locust attack, the first plague. Once in the Palace of
Injustice, the Course leaves Requiem alone, in front of a gloomy altar with an inverted cross of skulls. Then he was taken care of by Black Sabbath, the head of the secret police necropolis and the president of the blood bank. At this stage of the series, it is possible that the reader will return more for the cartoonist than for the story itself. He remembers that
this happens on a strange planet, where posthumous souls must atone for their bad karma, continuing to inflict pain on themselves in the form of supernatural beings erected in caste, with smouldering rebellion, drug trafficking, the race of lords (bloodthirsty, who are vampires), oppressed races and dante-battles. The reader knows that the screenwriter
gradually establishes the structure of the large-scale narrative, but still perceives only disparate works. On the contrary, the drawings are an immediate reward, excessive show is constantly updated. This feeling is reproduced the same way as this sixth volume. the reader notes that it does not open with a sequence at the end of the Second War involving
Augsburg and Rebecca, but at a different time. Olivier Ledroy, as usual, imperial. From the first box, the reader has a point of view that allows him to estimate the depth of field, as well as the size of armies on the ground. Each rider and infantryman holds the spear upright, giving the impression of a real forest, very dense. Depending on the nature of the
sequences, the artist uses a close or distant framing. He uses them to give an idea of the extent of military interaction between the two armies. the reader can literally count the soldiers on dozens, and for every viewing of the use of their horse, his uniform as he holds the gun. He is in the front row to see the impact between the front of the two armies. A few
pages later, Requiem is aboard a boat that will take him to the Black Sabbath lair. And here Ledroy uses a box 2 pages wide opposite to show the retaining pillars of the arches that form the vault, the expanses of water, black in the dark, in colors, inflamed by the light of torches, underground structures to which the smuggler directs his boat. The reader gasps
when he discovers the gigantism of the monastery's courtyard of the blood sisters and the blood channels that pass through it, or the swarm of caparason dragons in red who waits for Dracula's fleet on the border of Dystopia. The artist not only does not sacrifice anything in terms of detail, but also gives the reader a favorable point of view, allowing him to
admire the spectacle and have an overview of the landscape, being able to realize its scale and its reliefs. Olivier Ledroy creates equally wonderful views for close-ups. As usual, he is obsessed with the level of detail, offering the reader images of luxurious wealth. It starts with the first page (with the cover actually), with feathers adorning the helmet of the
Tautons Knights: there is no shortage of one and they have a completely different shape. During the fracas of the collision of the two armies, the reader finds himself in the middle of a mess of tangled copies, with time to watch every spear each horse use. To gain access to the secret meeting place of the conspirators chaired by Ivas, Requiem passes
through a door that has a gable with an inscription that is surrounded by 2 statues on each side, with additionally carved decorative motifs: each element is carefully presented in detail. In a later sequence, the reader witnesses a case of swarm of locusts on poor people who were left on the streets. The reader again finds himself in the middle of an attack,
being able to look at the dirty critters right in their eyes, feel that they can touch their stuffy flesh, see their diabolical wings, take their sharp teeth, observe the flesh crushed by these teeth. Olivier Ledroit is an artist who gives to see, not counting, which offers the reader a common spectacle, a world where he can project himself, touch each element, have the
feeling that if he wants, he can move there and find out what is outside the box or page. The reader also finds with pleasure various characters, the beautiful and untouchable Heinrich Augsburg, Marmorean Black Sabbath, Imperial Dracula, and he discovers new characters. The appearance of Inspector Course immediately renders him unsympathetic, due
to questionable hygiene, provoking a form of involuntary pity for lack of luck that gave him such a look. When plotters meet, the reader finds himself face to face with a mandrol-like character that the artist manages to do scary in his animal without letting in ease to give him anthropomorphic characteristics. in the same way, he's not going to forget the physical
characteristics of the ambassador's dystopia. The abundance of these characters is consistent, as with the appearance of other characters, with supernatural beings, but also with the excess of the environment, and the very nature of the Resurrection, the measurement of metaphorical spirits. The reader may sometimes have the impression bordering on
graphic indigestion due to the density of information per square centimeter, Olivier Ledroit being a relentless fighter least centimetre unused on the page. If nature hates emptiness, it occupies it. But the reader can also limit himself to faster reading without devoting time to details (it would be a pity, even heresy) to progress faster in the plot. Even in this way
of reading he regularly stalled in advance, before vivid images of beauty, strangeness, cruelty. He can't help but stand speechless before this image of teutant knights going down into the icy water, dragged to the bottom by the weight of their armor. He draws movement backwards during the mating between Rebecca and Requiem, when the latter is unable
to curb bloodlust. He worries when he sees the darkening of the bloody sky over the Necropolis, at the thought of the coming storm, and even checks the condition of the ceiling above him, thinking about the arrival of a swarm of locusts. He feels the air around him bursting with energy when Requiem grabs Turim's hammer. He suppresses a pout of disgust
when he sees zombie soldiers from the first and second world wars advancing towards him. He feels pain in his neck when he contemplates the Gothic architecture of the blood sisters monastery, as if he had to raise his head to distinguish the top of the tower. These pages offer a common spectacle, from the smallest details, to the most grandiose
landscapes, through moments of rare intensity. Completely renounced any critical spirit under the grasp of the charm of Olivier Ledroy's drawings, the reader can even forget to follow the plot. Of course, from time to time he is vaguely aware that the excess of the situations depicted contributes to the story and that the screenwriter needed a plot that
understands these moments that binds them, and a firm ability to think with his narrative visually, so that the artist can allow his talent to express himself. The reader thinks about this fabulous and eerie vision of the Teutonic knight, pulled to the bottom of the water by the weight of their armor. It is said, after the fact that the appearance of Aiwass in the form
of mandrill makes sense in the context of history, or that the approach of Dracula's fleet from the border of Dystopia, with drawn dragons waiting was well brought. He also smiles when he thinks of the various gags embedded in the sometimes bold, sometimes much the same narrative. The fact that Inspector Course (already an ungrateful physique) relies on
distress is a rather massive humour devoid of sophistication. The same goes for the characteristics of a weapon called Papakanon. When Requiem hears a knock on the door of his cell, he wonders what it is: bewitched armor? Blood meter readings? A representative in the coffins? The screenwriter ridicules this (false) moment of suspense, ridiculing himself
deus ex machina, which he will use, and which ultimately is not one. Pat Mills uses other, more complex forms of humor. When the Course arrives in Requiem, the latter's pet recognizes his former master and begins an unassuming biography. It's a clever diversion from the Devil's Ambrose Beers dictionary (1881-1906).Depending on the sequences, humor
can be black, or squeaky, while at the same time falling under social or political satire. Olivier Ledroy did not spoil the Ambassador of Dystopia with his appearance. On the other hand, the screenwriter chiseled the dialogues struck from the corner of double thought, with supposed cynicism as pleasant as it was sickening. Dracula went to Dystopia to trade,
and buy their stocks of black opium, drugs. The Ambassador begins by denouncing the harm caused by drugs and recalls his Government's position on the use of any psychotropic product. He goes on to explain the following suggestion that since this trade exists anyway, as much as it is a dystopia that benefits. the reader can take this contradiction literally
and think of several drug-producing countries using the same system of dual thinking. It could also replace the sale of weapons for the sale of drugs and thereby increase the number of hypocritical Governments that implement such policies. The ambassador further aggravates his business by offering to provide more slaves on his own. The reader realizes
that Pat Mills realizes his political conscience at other times, also evoking a culture of the dominant class (that of vampires), contrasting philosophical liberalism with economic liberalism, or showing an army of soldiers in the form of zombies (a metaphor for unconditional obedience). These developments feed the plot and fit into it naturally. reader sees the
overall progress of history because of the number of characters and problems. In the first volumes, the authors introduced the reader to the different races that existed on the Resurrection, introduced him to different factions, different characters, conspiracy, the rules of this world. The screenwriter created a simple question (toppling Dracula to put another
power in place), allowing the reader to navigate, as well as a controversial love story (Rebecca - Requiem), and a historical past (Turim). He manages to continue to develop and bind these various narrative threads without giving an impression of forgetting about them or scattering. The reader may regret that a particular character has no right to be quoted in
this volume (the live return of Sabre Erectica), but he does not feel the impression of leaking forward due to the lack of a general plan. This sixth volume continues to fascinate the reader with the visual effects of breathtaking beauty, incredible consistency and dear wealth. He takes the reader into the Gothic world of great darkness, in rebellion for the benefit
of another group of power, while remaining at the expense of the weakest. He promotes a simple-to-follow story enriched with many themes. Themes. requiem chevalier vampire lecture en ligne
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